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THERE ARE VARIOUS LENSES in which we can view life.
This article will briefly introduce you to the lens of
avoidance and the lens of acceptance. The lens of
avoidance is like having a concrete block in front of
your face and attempting to see through it. Let’s call
that concrete block a barrier. It’s impossible to have
perspective of life with this type of lens. However, we
can shift lenses once we learn the skill of noticing what
the actual barrier is that keeps us from living our
valued life.

As crazy as it sounds most of us have walked around
with concrete lenses (barriers) at various times of our
lives having avoided dealing with the concrete block
that that blocks our view (pun intended). Usually, this
happens subconsciously. When something happens
that arouses an internal feeling such as angst, anxiety,
fear, an unsettling feeling, we may ignore the feeling,
just hoping it goes away.
This is experiential
avoidance.

unwanted “private experiences.” A private experience
is any experience you have that no one else knows
about unless you tell them. These include: Thoughts,
feelings and memories. They come in the form of
internal and external barriers.
EXPERIENTIAL ACCEPTANCE is like looking at life
through a lens that offers options through creative
curiosity. It is a vital embrace of life, right where we
find ourselves, even in painful times. Learning to be
willing to make space for our own experiences without
trying to evade them.
ACCEPTANCE PROVIDES INVITATION to become more
aware of your thoughts and feelings in the beginning
stages of an event that is upsetting.
• Notice the usual reaction to the feeling of
uncomfortableness that starts to rise within.
• Ask yourself, what is the thought that is attached
to this particular feeling that is aroused within?
• Understand control attempts or past avoidances
of the “past and present” have been futile.
• Admit and confront my own particular brand of
agenda-seeking manipulations and be open to
new options.
Adapted from: Hayes, S. C. (2005). Get out of your
mind and into your life. Oakland, CA: New Harbinger
Publications, Inc.
For more information regarding
Psychological Flexibility Tools
Please contact Crystal Anzalone
crystal@crystalandassociates.com

EXPERIENTIAL AVOIDANCE is like looking at life
through a concrete lens. Trying to avoid or escape from
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Emotional avoidance is so overt it's covert. Those of
us who operate in it cannot see it. It melds like an
ectopic tumor with our identity and permeates every
aspect of our life. OUR WORK: "No need to say
anything, my boss is a busy man, I'm sure if I work
enough weekends he'll notice and give me that raise,"
OUR RELATIONSHIPS: "There are some things I just
don't share with my spouse. Trust me, it isn't worth
it." OURSELVES: "Nothing ever goes my way. I keep
trying but it doesn't matter, I never do it right!"

Remember to utilize your EAP Benefits

WHAT kind of issues
can be taken to EAP?
ANYTHING which affects one’s personal and
professional life.
The EAP counselors are trained, seasoned
professionals in the mental health field.
We are ready to help individuals experiencing a
variety of personal problems, financial and legal
worries, emotional concerns and problems caused
by alcohol and drug abuse.
If your issue goes beyond our scope of competency
an appropriate referral will be made.

Shifting lenses to convert covert back to overt, then
overt over to Whoa!-vert requires our focus. Emotion
will fail action, but action will not fail emotion. My
precocious 13 year old son came to me the other day
with a dilemma. His last surviving baby tooth was
dangling from his gum. The only thing my youngest
son dislikes worse than the pain of pulling a tooth is
the irritation of a dangling one. Unable to effect the
removal of the tooth, he decided to remove himself
from the equation. He approached me and said,
"Dad, I need you to pull this tooth." "It's going to
hurt for a moment son," I replied, "but I'll get it out
for you." With a solid grip I tugged the tooth. As
soon as the pain threshold was reached my son began
to utter, "wait..." but he stopped himself as he saw
the bloody tooth between my fingers. He thanked
me and put the tooth in his "fang" box. My son
realized he was detoured in removing his tooth.
When he'd pull on it the pain would sever his effort.
He took action by asking his dad to deliver the tooth
and this allowed his emotion to follow, acceptance
over avoidance.

HOW does
the EAP work?
The request for assistance may be made
by calling 402.598.8511
or email Crystal@CrystalandAssociates.com to
schedule an appointment.
All inquiries and visits of employee seeking
counseling assistance will be kept confidential and
will not be included in your personnel file.
This cost of this service is covered by your
employer and is an added benefit designed for you
to take advantage of.

Visit our website: CrystalandAssociates.com
You do not have to have a major issue to
call regarding an inquiry.
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